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Printed in the United Kingdom at the University Press, Cambridge The warmest thanks are due above all to the AHRC itself, but also to all those who contributed to the success of the project. By the latter I mean not just the official project team, but the many members of, and visitors to, the Cambridge academic community who during those four years participated in the project's weekly seminar, attended the two international workshops which it organized, or focused their own research on topics falling within its scope. There can be no doubt that in the scholarly community consciousness of its issues both was and remains raised.
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The present volume is one of four volumes to come directly out of the project. It is built around papers given to the project's July 2007 international workshop on Antiochus of Ascalon. In addition to the authors of the individual chapters, those who contributed to the success of the workshop include Jonathan Barnes, Thomas Bénatouïl, Gail Fine, Michael Frede, Katerina Ierodiakonou, George Karamanolis, Inna Kupreeva, Bob Sharples and Stephen White, as well as many Cambridge participants. A further example of that collaboration is that, following the workshop's discussion of Philodemus' biographical testimony for Antiochus, David Blank undertook a new autopsy of the papyrus, and was able to send To ensure the volume's comprehensiveness, Rebecca Flemming, Georgia Tsouni and Malcolm Schofield were kind enough to write additional chapters (Chapters 3, 6, 8 and 11). In the early editorial stages Samantha Horn's expert assistance, which included checking drafts and assembling material for the appendix of Antiochean testimonies, was of enormous value. At Cambridge University Press, Michael Sharp and Christina Sarigiannidou has been unfailingly helpful, supportive and patient in seeing the volume through to publication, and Jan Chapman's meticulous copy-editing has done much to enhance the quality of the final product. Special thanks are due to Charles Brittain for first suggesting Antiochus as the subject of our workshop. Finally, I would like to express my own personal gratitude to Malcolm Schofield, who co-directed the project with me and has had a huge input into the planning and content of the present volume.
